Ontology alignment has been studied for over a decade, and over that time many alignment systems and methods have been developed by researchers in order to find simple 1-to-1 equivalence matches between two ontologies. However, very few alignment systems focus on finding complex correspondences. One reason for this limitation may be that there are no widely accepted alignment benchmarks that contain such complex relationships. In this paper, we propose a real-world data set from the GeoLink project as a potential complex ontology alignment benchmark. The data set consists of two ontologies, the GeoLink Base Ontology (GBO) and the GeoLink Modular Ontology (GMO), as well as a manually created reference alignment that was developed in consultation with domain experts from different institutions. The alignment includes 1:1, 1:n, and m:n equivalence and subsumption correspondences, and is available in both Expressive and Declarative Ontology Alignment Language (EDOAL) and rule syntax. The benchmark has been expanded from its original version to contain real-world instance data from seven geoscience data providers that has been published according to both ontologies. This allows it to be used by extensional alignment systems or those that require training data. This benchmark has been incorporated into the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) complex track to help researchers test their automated alignment systems and algorithms. This paper also analyzes the challenges inherent in effectively generating, detecting, and evaluating complex ontology alignments and provides a road map for future work on this topic. † U n c o r r e c t e d P r o o f 1. IntroductIon
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the few existing ontology alignment benchmarks that involve relationships other than 1-to-1 equivalence and methods to detect them. Section 3 gives further background on the GeoLink modeling process, including why two different but related ontologies were developed. Section 4 discusses the alignment between the two GeoLink ontologies, along with some descriptive statistics and an analysis of the types of mapping rules constituting the alignment, and the instance data population process. Section 5 introduces the simplified version of the benchmark used in the OAEI complex track and presents the evaluation results. Section 6 discusses the challenges that we faced in the research and provides potential approaches to solve them. Section 7 concludes with a discussion of potential future work in this area.
relAted Work
Most work associated with evaluating the performance of ontology alignment systems has been done in conjunction with the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI)  . These yearly events allow developers to test their alignment systems on various tracks that evaluate performance on different facets of the problem such as instance matching, large ontology matching, and interactive matching, among others. Currently, most of these tracks involve the identification of 1-to-1 equivalence relationships, such as a Participant being equivalent to an Attendee. In 2009, the OAEI ran an "oriented" matching track that challenged systems to find subsumption relationships such as a Book is a subclass of a Publication. However, this track was abandoned after one year. Some system developers complained that the quality of the reference alignment was low [4] . This frustrated system developers and limited participation. Discussions at the last two Ontology Matching workshops  made it clear that the community is interested in complex alignment, but that lack of applicable benchmarks is hindering progress. Our proposed benchmark seeks to address this concern by providing a reference alignment as a benchmark, and by addressing the quality issue of the previous benchmark by the fact that the process leading to the reference alignment guarantees its high quality.
 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2018/complex/index.html  http://oaei.ontologymatching.org  http://www.ontologymatching.org/ U n c o r r e c t e d P r o o f Related work is currently being undertaken by Thieblin and her colleagues [5] , who are creating a complex alignment benchmark using the Conference track ontologies within the OAEI [6] . This work is partially completed, and at the time of this writing it covers three of the seven ontologies. The reference alignment we describe herein differs from the effort by Thieblin et al. in that the GeoLink ontologies and alignment constitute real-world data sets designed and used in a practical application by geoscientists, rather than being an artificial artifact designed solely for alignment benchmarking. Furthermore, data from seven geoscience repositories have been published according to the GeoLink schema and are available online  . This instance data can in the future be used by alignment systems that employ extensional matching techniques [7] . In contrast to this, significant instance data are currently not readily available for most of the OAEI conference track ontologies. With the increasing requirement of more complex ontology alignment and growing interest in generating complex correspondences in real-world data sets [3, 8] , the first version of the complex alignment track was introduced in OAEI 2018 [9] . Our GeoLink benchmark is one of the four benchmarks that contain complex correspondences in this track. The other three complex ontology alignment benchmarks are from different domains: conference, hydrography and plant taxonomy. In addition, different evaluation strategies were applied in evaluating the performance of complex alignment systems on the different benchmarks. More details of evaluations and results can be accessed on the OAEI 2018 website  .
While alignment systems capable of generating complex alignments are relatively rare, several approaches have been proposed in the literature. Ritze applied pattern-based [10] and linguistic analysis approaches [11] to detect the complex correspondences in a data set. Jiang [12] accomplished the task of finding a complex alignment by defining knowledge rules and using a probabilistic framework to integrate a knowledge-based strategy with standard terminology-based and structure-based strategies.
Alignment systems that attempt to identify subsumption relations have sometimes used their own manually developed (and sometimes unpublished) reference alignments [13] . Other subsumption systems have evaluated the precision of their approach by manually validating relations produced by their system, while foregoing an assessment of recall [14] . Other related work has centered on developing a benchmark for compound alignments, which the authors define as mappings between class or property expressions involving more than two ontologies [15] . Their first step in this direction was to create a set of reference alignments containing relations of the form <X,Y,Z,R,M>, where X, Y and Z are classes from three different ontologies and R is a relation between Y and Z that results in a class expression that is related to X by the relation M. For example, a DisabledVeteran (X) is equivalent to (M) the intersection (R) of Veteran (Y) and Disabled (Z). This benchmark is based on cross-products among the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) Foundry  , which have been manually validated by at least two experts. The work presented herein differs from these approaches by considering a wider range of relationship types (beyond subsumption and the type of ternary relation described in [15] ), as they naturally arose out of the application from which the reference alignment was taken. 
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the GeolInk ModelInG Process
Benchmarks come in at least two varieties. On the one hand, there are artificial benchmarks that provide a kind of laboratory setting for evaluation. On the other hand, there are benchmarks created from data as they are used in realistic use cases or even deployed scenarios. Both of these types are important, and they cover different aspects of the spectrum, and may have different advantages. Artificial benchmarks can be made to be balanced, or to focus on certain aspects of a problem, and sometimes they can be used to test scalability issues more easily as different versions of the same benchmark set may be easily producible. Natural benchmarks, on the other hand, may expose issues arising in practice which may easily be overlooked by designers of artificial benchmarks, in particular in a young field such as complex ontology alignment. Natural benchmarks also may come with an independently verified gold standard baseline, as in our case.
The project that this benchmark arose from is called GeoLink [16] and was funded under the US National Science Foundation's EarthCube initiative. This planned decade-long endeavor is a recognition that oftentimes the most innovative and useful discoveries come at the intersection of traditional fields of research. This is particularly true in the geosciences, which often bring together disparate groups of researchers such as geologists, meteorologists, climatologists, ecologists, archaeologists, and so on. For its part, GeoLink employs semantic Web technologies to support data representation, sharing, integration, and discovery [17] . In particular, seven diverse geoscience data sets have been brought together into a single data repository.
At the beginning of the project, some providers' data resided in relational databases while others' had been published as RDF triples and exposed via a SPARQL endpoint. Because each provider had their own schema, the first step in the GeoLink project was to develop a unified schema according to which all data providers could publish their data [17] . Creating a unified schema for independently developed data sets is sometimes difficult, and the final product often ends up requiring providers to shoehorn their data into a schema that does not quite fit. GeoLink uses an approach that relies on ontology design patterns (ODP) in an attempt to avoid this issue [18] . An ODP represents a reusable solution to a recurring modeling problem and generally encodes a specific abstract notion, such as a process, event, agent, etc. These are frequently the small areas of semantic overlap that exist between data sets from different subfields of the same high-level domain. ODPs provide a structured and application-neutral representation of the key concepts within a domain. Throughout the first year of the project, geoscientists, data providers and ontologists worked together to identify and model the important concepts within the geosciences that recurred across two or more data sets. The results of this were what we call ontology modules, based on ODPs, and eventually they were stitched together to form the GeoLink Modular Ontology (GMO) [19] .
As shown in Figure 1 , the GMO allows data providers to publish only those aspects of their data modeled by the GMO according to that schema. Any data that the provider has and that are not covered by that schema can be published using the provider's own schema, since no other providers have similar content. For example, in Figure 1 , the provider R2R has data related mostly to the cruise and vessel modules in the Figure 1 , and so it publishes its related data using that terminology. R2R also has data not modeled by the GMO, and so it uses its own terminology when publishing that information. This freedom is intended to make the publishing process easier. However, some problems still remained. Some of the patterns contain a rather complicated structure, mostly due to reification, which was employed to accommodate different perspectives (e.g., based on granularity) on the data. For example, many of the data providers have information about the sponsor of a project, and R2R has a native relation in their schema called hasSponsor with domain Award and range Organization. However, following best practices, it leads to a more versatile model if being a sponsor is recognized (and thus modeled) as a role which an agent (in this case an organization) can assume. Creating a distinct relation for each type of role on a project (sponsor, chief scientist, research assistant, etc.) is brittle, in the sense that if new roles will be added later, potentially due to the inclusion of a new data set, then the schema will need to be edited by adding new vocabulary for new roles together with (possibly complex) role relationships. Another issue with using a relation such as hasSponsor is that a more fine-grained data repository may have additional temporal information related to the sponsor role, and then it is not clear how to add this temporal information to the hasSponsor model without punning. Essentially, hasSponsor should better be expressed as a ternary relation between award, organization, and the type of relation (in this case, being a sponsor) expressed Unfortunately, while the data providers recognized the utility of this modeling approach, they found it cumbersome to map their data to it. Looking at their own schemas, they found nothing equivalent to AgentRole, and looking at the GMO, they found no obvious way to model the Sponsor field in their database. Additionally, reification led to the generation of blank nodes and the need to create and maintain many URIs. A simpler interface for the data providers was therefore requested.
To accommodate this, a second ontology, together with a manual alignment between this ontology and the GMO, was created to bridge the gap via an intermediate schema that is "flatter" than the patterns and closer to the data providers' own schemas, but still easy to align to the GMO modules because it has been developed directly out of the GMO. This ontology is referred to as the GeoLink Base Ontology (GBO). The providers publish their data according to the GBO and then SPARQL construct queries which encode the alignment that can be used to map data to the GMO. From the very beginning, it was intended that the data integration process would be based on manual, and thus high-quality, mappings between different schemas. As a consequence, ontology alignment systems were not employed to make these mappings, not even to inform human decisions. All mappings were established as a collaborative effort between the data repository providers, the domain experts, and the ontology engineers involved in the modeling and deployment process. Because the GBO was manually engineered directly from the GMO in order to serve this particular purpose, the alignment is guaranteed to be precisely the one intended by the developers, i.e., the alignment is guaranteed to contain all of the relations necessary to solve this real-world alignment problem and no superfluous relations have been included. We argue that this characteristic makes the GeoLink ontologies a good example of a complex ontology alignment problem that can be used as a benchmark for systems that attempt to automate such alignment processes: While it is not a synthetic benchmark, it reflects complex alignment issues encountered in practice.
The example below illustrates the use of the GBO and its alignment to the GMO. In the GBO, there is a relation called hasSponsor with a domain that includes Award and range Organization. This mirrors many of the providers' existing schemas. Providers publish triples either directly according to the GMO schema (e.g., if they have temporal information), or according to the GBO schema.
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In the latter case, the GBO-oriented triples are converted into the GMO schema using this SPARQL construct:
Let us look at this by means of a schema diagram. In Figure 3 , the three nodes and the two solid arrows indicate the graph pattern used to express the sponsoring organization role in the GMO. The dashed arrow is sometimes called a shortcut [20] . This shortcut (which is not part of the GMO) "flattens" this part of the GMO, and in the GBO, the :SponsorRole node is removed, but the shortcut is added (and :FundingAward and :Organization have been replaced by the local view:Award and view:Organization, respectively). 
type :SponsorRole, and the chain starts at a :FundingAward and ends at an :Organization, i.e., a complex alignment is required to express this very natural relationship between these two ontology snippets. Below we will give more examples of complex alignments arising from our setting, when we discuss the different alignment patterns we have identified. The example above is a "Typed Property Chain Equivalence" in our classification, and below we discuss this example further.
More information about the GMO and the project is available from [21] and from the project website  .
the GeolInk coMPlex AlIGnMent benchMArk
Data Set
In order to prepare the GeoLink ontologies for use as a complex alignment benchmark, some changes to the namespaces were required. As we introduced in the previous section, several ODPs and modules were created to represent the frequently recurring concepts in the GeoLink data sets, and these were stitched together to form the GMO. During this process, the namespace of some entities was changed from one that reflected its originating pattern to the namespace of the GMO, which is http://gmo#. For example, the class FundingAward was originally in the fundingaward pattern, with the namespace http://schema. geolink.org/1.0/pattern/fundingaward#. After merging these modules, the namespace of the class FundingAward became http://gmo#. This has been applied to all entities except those that are imported from other ontologies, which retain their original namespace. For example, the namespace of the class Instant, which is imported from http://www.w3.org/2006/time#, remains unchanged. Additionally, the namespace of entities in the GBO has been changed from http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/base/main# to http://gbo#. Table 1 shows the number of classes and properties in both ontologies. Both ontologies are comparable in size to ontologies currently used by the OAEI, meaning that they are within the capabilities of most current ontology alignment systems to handle. 
Simple and Complex Correspondences
In order to understand the correspondences in the benchmark, we give the formal definition of simple and complex correspondences. 
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Simple Correspondence. Simple correspondence refers to a basic 1-to-1 simple mapping between two ontologies, in which the entities involved may be either classes or properties. This category not only includes 1-to-1 equivalence relations, but also 1-to-1 subsumption and 1-to-1 disjointness.
Complex Correspondence.
Complex correspondence refers to more complex patterns, such as 1-to-n equivalence, 1-to-n subsumption, m-to-n equivalence, m-to-n subsumption, and m-to-n arbitrary relationship.
We have identified 12 different kinds of simple and complex correspondence patterns in the GeoLink complex alignment benchmark. Table 2 presents these different patterns and the corresponding number and category in the whole data set. As the table shows, the alignment consists predominantly of complex relationships. In the following, we explain these alignment types, from simple 1-to-1 correspondence to complex m-to-n correspondence, with a formal pattern and example for each. Formal Pattern:
Class Subsumption. This pattern is very similar to the first pattern. But, instead of class equivalence, this pattern describes simple 1-to-1 class subsumption. Class Typecasting Equivalence. This pattern is more specific than the previous ones. The idea of typecasting, and why it is important in ontology modeling, is formally introduced and discussed in [20] . The pattern indicates that individuals of type C 1 in one ontology are cast into a subclass of C 2 in the other ontology. Note that punning is employed herex is treated as an individual on the left-hand side of the rule and as a class on the right-hand side. For example, an instance of PlaceType in the GBO might be "ocean". This is cast into a subclass of Place in the GMO. The reverse is also true: if the GMO has a subclass of Place called Island, then "island" is an instance of the class PlaceType in the GBO.
Formal Pattern: C 1 (x)↔rdfs:subClassOf(x,C 2 ) Example: PlaceType(x)↔rdfs:subClassOf(x,Place) Class Typecasting Subsumption. This pattern is almost identical to the one above, except that the rule only holds in one direction. In the example, a GeoFeatureType (which comes from the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans  vocabulary) is always a type of Place, but there are types of Places that are not GeoFeatureType.
Formal Pattern: C 1 (x)→rdfs:subClassOf(x,C 2 ) Example: GeoFeatureType(x)→rdfs:subClassOf(x,Place) Property Typecasting Subsumption. This pattern is similar in spirit to the Class Typecasting patterns mentioned above. However, in this case, a property is cast into a class assignment statement. In a sense, this alignment drops information, as y does not occur on the right-hand side.
Formal Pattern: p 1 (x,y)→rdf:type(x,C 2 ) Example: hasPlaceType(x,y)→rdf:type(x,Place)
We note here that some rules that fall under this category are not exact translations of the underlying SPARQL queries, due to expressibility constraints in EDOAL (see Section 4.4 below). For instance, instead of the example above, which states that the hasPlaceType object property is subsumed by an rdf:type statement with the range value of Place, we would actually like to state the following, which reflects the SPARQL query: For instance, we would like a rule that implies that the GBO statement hasPlaceType(Honolulu,Island) is equivalent to stating that Honolulu is a type of Island and that Island is a subclass of Place in the GMO. In other words, one of the individuals occurring as a property filler on the GBO side is cast into a class on the GMO side. At the same time, the other property filler on the GBO side is asserted to be an instance of this class. However, this is not possible because the statement requires a variable (y), and that is not supported by the core EDOAL language. The EDOAL specification does mention a pattern language that might enable this type of statement, but it does not appear to be fully supported at this time.
Property Typecasting Subsumption Inverse. This pattern is the same as the one above, except that the property fillers are flipped.
Formal Pattern: p 1 (x,y)→rdf:type(y,C 2 ) Example: isPlaceTypeOf(x,y)→rdf:type(y,Place)
Again, in some cases we would actually like to state the following, which cannot be fully expressed in EDOAL, to the best of our knowledge:
Formal Pattern: p 1 (x,y)→rdf:type(y,x)∧rdfs:subClassOf(x,C 2 ) Example: isGeoFeatureTypeOf(x,y)→rdf:type(y,x)∧rdfs:subClassOf(x,Place) Typed Property Chain Equivalence. A property chain is a classical complex pattern that was introduced in [10] . This pattern captures the situation related to the hasSponsor property discussed in detail in Section 3. The pattern applies when a property, together with a type restriction on one or both of its fillers, in one ontology has been used to "flatten" the structure of the other ontology by short-cutting a property chain in that ontology. The pattern also ensures that the types of the property fillers involved in the property chain are typed appropriately in the other ontology. The formal pattern and example are shown below. The classes D i and property r are from ontology O 1 , and classes C i and properties p i are from ontology O 2 .
Formal Pattern:
Award(x)∧hasSponsor(x,z)↔FundingAward(x)∧providesAgentRole(x,y)∧SponsorRole(y) ∧performedBy(y,z)
In contrast to the example discussed in Figure 3 , we leave out :Organization and view:Organization, because it is possible, in principle, that a non-organization agent (e.g., an individual) may sponsor.
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Note that in this and all following patterns, any of the D i or C i may be omitted (in which case they are essentially T). Also, for the left-to-right direction, we assume that x 2 ,…x n are existentially quantified variables.
Typed Property Chain Equivalence Inverse. This pattern is the same as the one above, except that the property fillers are flipped.
Example:
Award(z)∧isSponsorOf(x,z)↔FundingAward(z)∧provideAgentRole(z,y)∧SponsorRole(y) ∧performedBy(y,x)
Typed Property Chain Subsumption. This is identical to the Typed Property Chain Equivalence pattern except that the relationship only holds in one direction.
Cruise(x)∧hasChiefScientist(x,z)→Cruise(x)∧provideAgentRole(x,y)∧AgentRole(y) ∧performedBy(y,z)
Typed Property Chain Subsumption Inverse. This pattern is the same as the one above, except that the property fillers are flipped.
Cruise(z)∧isChiefScientistOf(x,z)→Cruise(z)∧provideAgentRole(z,y)∧AgentRole(y) ∧performedBy(y,x)
In [10] , four alignment types were identified, some of which are subsumed by ours. We do not at all claim that our classification above is exhaustive, but we consider it a refinement of the ones listed in [10] . We conjecture that there are many additional important types of relevance to other use cases. Mapping out the space of complex alignment types is, in our understanding, helpful for further research into complex alignment algorithms.
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Instance Data Population
Instance-based ontology mapping algorithms have been shown to be effective in several practical use cases [22] . The basic idea of instance-based mapping is to query the instance data of the two entities or constructs in two ontologies and calculate the overlap of the common instances, as assessed by some coreference resolution method. In order to extend the functionality of our benchmark and provide more scalability for researchers to explore algorithms that depend on the instance data, we have included the same instance data published according to both the GBO and the GMO in the GeoLink data set.
Instance Data Information
The GeoLink knowledge base aims at helping users to query and reason over some of the most prominent geoscience metadata repositories in the United States. These include: Owing to these data providers, the GeoLink knowledge base contains over 48 million triples, which are formatted according to the GBO schema. As explained in Section 3, the data providers had difficulty publishing directly to the GMO schema, so the simpler (i.e., "flatter") GBO schema was developed and they published their data according to that. In order to enable instance-based matching systems to utilize our benchmark and evaluate their performance, we have used SPARQL construct queries based on the reference alignment to expand the GeoLink ABox to include the GMO as well as the GBO tags.
Population Approach
As mentioned previously, the Geolink knowledge base contains over 48 million triples. In order to facilitate the convenient storage and distribution of the benchmark, we decided to pare down the size by only populating part of the instance data into the benchmark for future OAEI usage. For each reference mapping between the two ontologies, we randomly selected up to 500 instances from the GBO in the SPARQL construct queries. For usage of OAEI benchmark, currently we only published the instance data that are related to the classes and properties in the reference alignment. If there is increasing demand of other instance data which are not related to the reference alignment in the future, we are also willing to provide more instance data which can be found in the GeoLink Website  20 .
As an example, referring to the property equivalence correspondence: hasAward(x,y)↔fundedBy(x,y). This mapping means that the property hasAward in the GBO and the property fundedBy should be mapped to each other as equivalence. Therefore, instances that are related by the hasAward property in the GBO should be also related by the fundedBy in the GMO. The corresponding SPARQL construct query is:
This SPARQL construct query looks for the triples that have hasAward as the property in the data set and creates a new graph corresponding to the fundedBy relation with the same x and y values. This example illustrates the usage of the SPARQL construct query.
If this is a triple according to the GBO schema (ignoring the namespace "x" of the individual), the SPARQL construct query creates another one for the GMO, which is shown below:
Besides this relatively simple mapping, our GeoLink benchmark contains more complex relations that involve reification, which lead to the generation of blank nodes. For an example we refer to the typed property chain equivalence correspondence:
Award(x)∧hasSponsor(x,z)↔FundingAward(x)∧provideAgentRole(x,y)∧SponsorRole(y) ∧performedBy(y,z).
The GBO uses a "flattened" structure for the property hasSponsor. Compared to the corresponding structure in the GMO, it is a shortcut of the property chain that involves the property providesAgentRole and performedBy. The SPARQL construct query for this mapping is shown below. It acquires up to 500 instances that satisfy this relation. A blank node, which is of type SponsorRole, is generated to maintain the property refication. 
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We utilize the Jena API [23] to generate the blank node when it is needed by a SPARQL construct query. Then, we leverage the OWL API to insert the assertions into the ontologies and finally finish the population process.
Population Result
After finishing up the population of the instance data into the GBO and the GMO, the total number of individuals in the GBO and GMO are 10,897 and 11,419, respectively. In addition, the number of axioms in the two ontologies are 18,336 and 56,318, respectively. However, among 67 reference mappings between the GBO and the GMO, there are 19 mappings that lack any applicable instance data currently, because the data providers do not have any more instance data within their repositories. Therefore, the data providers can not publish the related instance data into the GeoLink knowledge base at this stage. We introduce and discuss some potential methods to rectify this in Section 6. In the meantime, the instance data that is currently present in the knowledge base is sufficient for the detection of most of the complex mappings within the benchmark by automated ontology alignment systems that depend on instances.
Format in Rule Syntax and EDOAL Format
As mentioned previously, SPARQL construct queries are used to convert data published by the data providers according to the GBO into the schema described in the GMO, because the GMO employs modeling practices that enhance extensibility and facilitate reasoning. However, most ontology alignment benchmarks are not formatted in SPARQL but rather according to the format provided by the Alignment API [13] . The standard alignment format is not expressive enough to capture complex relations. However, the Alignment API also provides a format called EDOAL that can be used to express these types of relations. This format can be read and manipulated programmatically using the Alignment API and is therefore very convenient for ontology alignment researchers. In addition, EDOAL is already accepted by the ontology alignment community. It has been used by others when proposing new alignment benchmarks [15] and [6] , and we continue that approach here. Because EDOAL can be difficult for humans to parse quickly, we have also expressed the alignments in using a naive rule syntax. The rule presentation is not intended for 
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programmatic manipulation, but rather to make it easier for humans to read and understand the alignments. Both versions of the alignment, along with the GBO and GMO ontologies, can be downloaded from http:// doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5907172 under a CC-BY License. We applied the HermiT [4] reasoner to the ontologies independently to check satisfiability, since some EDOAL mappings which are part of our benchmark do not seem to be expressible in OWL DL. The GeoLink website  21 contains detailed documentation of the data set and provides users with more insights about the resource, such as all entities, patterns, and relationships between them in both ontologies.
oAeI evAluAtIon
Simplified Version of Benchmark
The version of the GeoLink alignment benchmark used for the first version of the complex alignment track in OAEI 2018 was slightly simplified compared to the one discussed in Section 4. Some relatively complex relations involving class typecasting have been removed due to a concern that many automated alignment systems would not consider these potential mappings. One example is PlaceType(x)↔rdfs:subC lassOf(x,Place). This mapping expresses that the set of individuals of the class PlaceType in the GBO is equivalent to a subclass of the class Place on the GMO side. This is probably a challenge for current automated alignment systems to detect because it involves entities that are not in either the source or target ontology but are rather a construct of the language (e.g., rdfs:subClassOf. In addition, we also removed correspondences that involve the inverse relationship, because at the time the reference alignment was created, an evaluation methodology had not yet been finalized for alignment systems on this task. In particular, our thinking was that if an alignment system managed to find a mapping for either a relation or its inverse (e.g., isGeoFeatureTypeOf), but not the other (hasGeoFeatureType), then it should not be penalized. Even though using semantic precision and recall [25] as the evaluation metric will probably resolve this issue, GeoLink ontologies fail to be expressed in OWL DL, which makes us decide to leave these mappings that involve inverse relations out of the benchmark for the OAEI 2018. After these two modifications, 67 correspondences including simple and complex relations remained in the simplified version of the benchmark. Table 3 presents the remaining patterns and their corresponding number and category in the simplified the version. 
Evaluation Results
There are three subtasks related to the evaluation of complex ontology alignment systems in OAEI 2018:
1. Entity Identification: For each entity in the source ontology, the alignment systems will be asked to list all of the entities that are related in some way in the target ontology. For example, referring to the example we used above,
the expected output from an alignment system is that the property hasSponsor in the GBO is related to FundingAward, providesAgentRole, SponsorRole, performedBy in the GMO and Award in the GBO.
Relationship Identification:
Given a dictionary containing entities from the source ontology paired with all related entities, determine the expression that specifies the nature of the relation. So, in terms of the example above in this subtask, an alignment system needs to eventually determine the relationship between two sides is equivalence. 3. Full Complex Alignment Identification: A combination of the two former step to determine the complex alignment that exist between the source and target ontology.
All three subtasks were evaluated based on standard precision, recall and F-measure. There were 16 ontology alignment systems that participated in this year's OAEI. Unfortunately, none of the alignment systems were capable of producing results for subtasks 2 and 3 on the GeoLink benchmark. Table 4 shows the results of the systems that can produce results on subtask 1. There were seven such systems. The performance of these systems are shown in Table 4 . Among the alignments produced by these systems, all correspondences identified between the GBO and the GMO were 1-to-1 equivalences. The precision of most of the systems was relatively high, which means that traditional ontology alignment systems can handle the simple relations in this real-world ontology alignment task fairly well. But, it is not surprising that the low recall reflects that current ontology alignment systems are not capable of identifying more complex relations, a situation that we hope will change in future years. 
dIscussIon
This work creates a complex ontology alignment benchmark in real-world ontologies and evaluates the performance of traditional ontology alignment systems. It can be a stepping stone towards deeper understanding and discovery in this area. It is clear that there are still some challenges in the generation, detection, and evaluation of the complex correspondences between real-world ontologies. This section outlines the challenges that we faced during our research and presents some possible methods to solve them.
· Challenge 1: The first challenge is how to identify the complex mappings between ontologies, no matter if they are real-world or artificial ontologies, in order to create new benchmarks. So far the process of generating a consensual complex ontology alignment is time-intensive and somewhat tedious, because it requires the ontologists to design or understand the ontologies in the best practice way, and also necessistates that multiple domain experts help the ontologists with the verification of the ground truth manually. This issue could potentially be resolved in the future through creating automated recommendation systems to select and rank the possible entities and relationships from one ontology to another one, which will effectively help people in interactive reference alignment generation. One possible method based on logical RDF compression has been introduced in the paper [8] . We are currently working on this alignment system. And we hypothesize that it will be able to help the researchers to pick the possible mappings between two ontologies effectively. · Challenge 2: The second challenge is how to generate and populate the instance data for the entities in the source and target ontologies. In our GeoLink benchmark, even though there are over 48 million triples provided by the data providers, some entities, like the object property "hasContact" in the GMO, still lacks any corresponding individuals because none of the GeoLink data providers currently uses this property. (Note: the GeoLink ontologies were also designed for possible future extension. Therefore, some entities will not be used until the data providers acquire the corresponding data set in the future.) But the alignment exists between the two ontologies no matter whether the instance data exists or not. Therefore, we still decide to keep these alignment in our reference alignment. The lack of instance data may have a negative impact on the performance of automated complex ontology alignment systems that require instance data to support their algorithms. Similarly, significant instance data are not readily available for most of the artificial benchmarks in OAEI. It is a challenge to supply 
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a large amount of instance data for these benchmarks. One potential method to solve this issue is to first locate useful real-world data sets online based on the domain of the benchmark and then populate the most suitable instance data into the ontologies. For example, it might be possible to incorporate additional geoscience data repositories into the GeoLink Knowledge base to enrich our instance data. However, the amount of real-world instance data may be limited due to a lack of data sets relevant to the domain. In such cases, an artificial population process may be needed to enrich the first step, because the performance of some instance-based ontology alignment systems relies on statistical analysis and computational similarity measures that require a large number of instances [7, 22] . One possible approach might be to use the techniques described in [26] . · Challenge 3: The third challenge that we experienced in our research was presenting the complex alignment in EDOAL format and converting between EDOAL and OWL DL. Referring to the example of property typecasting subsumption correspondence in Section 4, we were actually trying to state the following mapping, as expressed in the rule: hasPlaceType(x,y)↔rdf:type(x,y)∧rdfs:subClassOf (y,Place). This is currently not supported by the core EDOAL language, because EDOAL is not good at dealing with mapping individuals. Instead of calling this as a mapping, we would probably rather say it as a mapping rule that describes the context of converting data sets from one ontology to another one. But, it seems that it falls outside of the capability of the current automated matching algorithms to detect it directly, as it defines a transformation between entities that are not listed in the ontologies. A related problem stems from the inexpressibility of some mappings from the reference alignment in OWL DL. This came up because we originally planned to apply semantic precision and recall [25] as the evaluation metrics to compute the performance of ontology alignment systems on this benchmark, which require a reasoner to test the entailed axioms and therefore need the alignment present in OWL DL. Unfortunately, only 24 of 67 EDOAL expressions in the GeoLink alignment can be expressed in this language. In particular, many mappings that involve typed property chains are valid in EDOAL but not in OWL DL. For example, Award(x)∧hasEndDate(x,z)↔FundingAward(x)∧ endsOnDate(x,y)∧time:Instant(y)∧time:inXSDDate(y,z). This means that hasEndDate in the GBO is equivalent to the concatenation of endsOnDate and inXSDDate with some additional domain and range restrictions. While this type of concatenation should be unproblematic in terms of semantics, it involves concatenation of an object property with a datatype property, which is not allowed in OWL DL. We are not aware of any good solution to these two issues that we describe here. · Challenge 4: The last and most difficult challenge is how to correctly and accurately evaluate the performance of complex ontology alignment systems. By far, classical precision and recall are the most widely used evaluation metrics to assess performance in the majority of existing work on ontology alignment. However, several complications arise in the use of these metrics when the alignments contain complex relations due to their all-or-nothing syntactic comparisons of individual mappings, which do not distinguish between correspondences that are formally incorrect but closely related to the correct correspondences and those that are completely incorrect. For example, this is a mapping in the GeoLink reference alignment:
Award ( ontology was consciously created from the other, with SPARQL queries to mitigate each change. In addition, the alignment has been evaluated by domain experts from different organizations to ensure the high quality.
Moreover, instance data have been published according to both ontologies, which is important in order to support use of the benchmark by extensional alignment systems. Furthermore, the ontologies and alignments in both rule syntax and EDOAL format have been published in FigShare with an open access license for reusability and can be accessed in OAEI 2018 website as well  22 . The evaluation results of the automated ontology alignment systems that participated in OAEI 2018 are also presented in this paper.
We discuss four challenges in this paper, which we plan to explore in our future work on this topic. Besides this, with respect to the maintenance of the benchmark, our intention is to remain actively involved for years to come in the OAEI complex alignment benchmarking track, and to also develop corresponding alignment methods. We thus have an intrinsic interest in keeping the benchmark maintained and usable, which would, e.g., mean that we are prepared to transfer it to a new benchmarking framework if required in the future. At the same time, based on participants' feedback, we will modify the reference alignment if necessary to perfect the benchmark by making it more convenient to use. This may involve, for example, making the alignment available in additional formats.
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